We define a semantic model for purpose, based on which purpose-based privacy policies can be meaningfully expressed and enforced in a business system. The model is based on the intuition that the purpose of an action is determined by its situation among other inter-related actions. Actions and their relationships can be modeled in the form of an action graph which is based on the business processes in a system. Accordingly, a modal logic and the corresponding model checking algorithm are developed for formal expression of purpose-based policies and verifying whether a particular system complies with them. It is also shown through various examples, how various typical purpose-based policies as well as some new policy types can be expressed and checked using our model.
INTRODUCTION
Privacy policies and enforcement technologies are crucial for mitigating risks involved in storage and processing of Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. data in digital form and making such systems safe and reliable. Purpose of access is one of the core concepts in privacy which considers the data user's intent as a factor in making access control decisions. This enables differentiating between access to the same piece of data, even by the same person, when it is for a different purpose. For example, a patient may want to allow a physician to see the bloodtest results for the purpose of medical treatment; but deny access to the same data by the same person for a purposes such as research.
Purpose has been considered in major privacy legislations, such as the U.S. Privacy Act (1974) and Canada's Federal Privacy Act (1983) . These laws and similar ones in other countries stipulate that personal information must be used only for the purpose that was declared at collection time. More recent research considers purpose a decision factor in privacy-oriented access control models [5, 2, 19] and in policy languages [27, 25, 20] .
One major issue is that in nearly all existing models, purposes are treated as opaque labels (i.e. a character string) with little or no semantics. This leads to ambiguity and arbitrary interpretation of purposes in privacy policies, often contrary to the interests of data owners. For example, if the privacy policy of a company states that data collected from customers may be used for the purpose of service improvement, this is likely to be very unclear to the customers who do not get to have a clear understanding of what exactly this entails, under what conditions it is violated, and how it is enforced.
Besides, and in our opinion as a consequence of such a lack of semantics, enforcing purpose-based policies continues to be a challenging problem. The main difficulty in purpose enforcement is how to identify the purpose of an agent when it requests to perform an action. Some common proposed mechanisms are self-declaration in which the agent explicitly announces the purpose of data access (e.g. [16] ), and role-based enforcement in which the purpose is identified based on the agent's role in the system (e.g. [5] ). The first method obviously cannot stop a malicious agent from claiming false purposes. The second method has been criticized to be inefficient in capturing purpose of an action since roles and purposes are not always aligned and members of the same organizational role may practice different purposes in their actions [15] . Therefore, identifying the purpose of an action, or verifying a claimed purpose remains an open question, partly because enough attention has not been paid to the link between actions and their purposes. This paper addresses these problems by: (a) developing a formalism with which purpose, and its relationship to actions is clearly defined, and (b) designing a corresponding mechanism using which the purpose of an action can be identified and thereby adherence to purpose-based policies can be verified and enforced. Section 1.1 gives an overview of our work by discussing the concept of purpose and how it relates to actions in Section 1.1.1, sketching our formal framework in Section 1.1.2, and showing how our proposed framework will be used in a practical scenario in Section 1.1.3. Section 1.2 goes over some related work and Section 2 formalizes the basics for definition of purpose. Section 3 develops a modal logic to articulate actions and their teleological relationships which is the foundation for formally defining purpose-based policies. Section 4 defines the form of a purpose-based policy in our model and illustrates how various examples of common purpose-based policies can be expressed using the developed language. This section also demonstrates how our model is capable of expressing new types of policies that are not considered in the current literature. Compliance checking for policies is discussed in Section 5 by giving a model checking algorithm that tests whether a given system adheres to some given policy. Section 6 provides a further elaboration of several key points about the framework, leaving Section 7 to make some concluding remarks.
Our Work
This section briefly describes our conceptual framework, the formal tools that we have developed on its basis, and a walk-through of how it can be used in practice.
Conceptual Framework
Intentional actions are often assigned a purpose that refers to the aim and rationale to perform them. One may ask or talk about the purpose of reading a book, increasing salaries, or collecting information. Hence, everyday usages of purpose presume a sense of teleology (or final aim) concerning the goal behind executing an action and its ultimate consequences. Thus, the purpose of reading a book may be to entertain, or by increasing salaries the ultimate intention may be to attract high-quality workforce, and information may be collected to do medical research.
Observing how purpose is used in the natural language reveals that purposes often refer to an action or a set of actions. A web search for "for the purpose of " yields top results such as: disseminating information, pricing, promoting, language verification, etc. all of which are names of some abstract actions. Typical purpose names mentioned in privacy standards and guidelines also refer to actions; for example, completion and support of activity and website and system administration in P3P [27] , or treatment and research in Healthcare XSPA [21] and Dimitropoulos's report [8] . The correspondence of purposes and actions has also been observed by others in the literature as it will be mentioned in Section 1.2.
In the first place, purpose of an action is something that only exists in the mind of the agent performing the action. However, an agent's purpose for an action affects other actions performed, so, the set of actions that precede or follow the action are affected by the agent's purpose. Thus, related actions can be indicative of the purpose and the purpose of the action may be revealed by looking at the actions that precede or follow it. For example, when someone borrows money and later uses the money to pay a phone bill, it can be inferred that the purpose of borrowing money has been to pay the bill. Conversely, it is possible to enforce a purpose by restricting the surrounding actions. Thus, the purpose of paying the bill can be enforced by forbidding the agent from doing anything but making the payment as a consequence of borrowing the money.
Thus, purpose can be defined by the situation of an action within a larger context containing other actions and the relationships among them. This context can be defined as a network of relationships that capture the intention, or more precisely, the purpose of the action. Accordingly, we can define the purpose of an action as its placement in a collection of other related actions; we call such network of inter-related actions a plan. This is the fundamental assumption that forms the basis of our purpose model in this paper.
Intuitively, a plan is a collection of interrelated actions together with various relationships among them. Later in Section 2, we define action graph as an abstract model to capture such plans with only two types of relationships. These two types of relationships are based on the following observations of two types of purposes:
Purpose as a High-Level Action.
In some contexts, purpose refers to a more abstract, or semantically higher-level action in a plan. Thus, doing something for some purpose, actually means doing it as a part, or a sub-action, for that higher-level action. For example, when Alice checks some patient's blood pressure for the purpose of surgery, it means that checking the blood pressure is a part of a more complex and abstract action of surgery. Similarly, when it is said the a surgery is performed for the purpose of treatment, it is because the high-level action of medical treatment includes surgery as a part.
In some contexts purpose refers to a desired state of affairs, such as doing some action for the purpose of happiness. In such cases we assume that the purpose refers to the abstract action of reaching that state. Thus, doing something for the purpose of happiness, can be interpreted as doing something as part of the abstract action of pursuing happiness, which is the higher-level action.
Purpose as a Future Action.
In some contexts, purpose is used to indicate that an action is performed as a prerequisite of another action in future. For example, when Bob withdraws money from a bank account for the purpose of paying the bills, it means the former action is done as a prerequisite to performing the latter.
Formal Framework
We develop formal tools for expressing and verifying purposebased policies. A formal model is developed for the business processes in the system. This can be used to formalize the relationships between different high-level and low-level ac-tions in a business system in the form of a graph. Correspondingly, a formal language is also developed using which purpose-based policies can be expressed about such business processes. The model checking algorithm can be used to check whether the business processes in a particular system comply with the policies.
Walk-Through
We motivate our framework by explaining how it can be used in practice. Suppose there is an organizations with well-defined business processes. The aim is to check whether the business processes in this organization comply with a set of purpose-based privacy rules.
Step 1: Vocabulary.
A common terminology is necessary for referring to system's actions so that business processes and policies can use the same vocabulary. Low-level actions such as read, write, etc. are well-known and common across many domains with clear and standard meanings. More complex and abstract actions like surgery, marketing, etc. can be taken from standard vocabularies that exist in many domains such as clinical systems in healthcare (e.g. [22] ). In this paper, we do not discuss how such a vocabulary is developed and assume it exists.
Step 2: Abstract Model of Actions in the System. The next step is to make a formal model of actions in the system and their relationships. The action names in such a model are taken from the common vocabulary and their relationships can be extracted based on the business processes in the system. This model reflects how the system works and is used to evaluate whether it complies with the purpose-based policy. Definition and explanation of this model is given in Section 2.
Step 3: Policy.
Purpose-based policy is a set of rules about the purposes of actions in the system. For example, one may want to make sure some data is not used for the purpose of marketing, or patient files are not modified when used for the purpose of research. Such rules come from different origins; there are global system-wide rules that apply to an entire organization or even multiple organizations, and are usually authored by a management authority. For example, a jurisdictional policy may stipulate that employee ethnicity data must not be used for the purpose of promotions in any organization in the country. On the other hand, there are data-dependent policies, such as patient consents, that are specific to treatment of a particular piece of data and are effective only if that piece of data is being processed. Such policies are usually defined by the data owner.
Policy rules should be formalized using a language we develop in Section 3. The atomic propositions in the language (e.g. marketing, research, and promotion in the previous examples) are taken from the common vocabulary described above. The semantics of the language is defined based on the formal model of the actions in the system, and therefore, what is expressed in the language has a clear meaning about the actions in the system and their relationships.
Step 4: Model Checking and Policy Enforcement.
Our final goal is to test whether the system complies with the policies. Having a formal model of the actions in the system and after formalizing the policy rules using the developed language, a model checking algorithm is used to check whether the model satisfied the rules. The model checking algorithm can also be used to enforce the policy at run-time by blocking access if the model did not comply with it. For example, if Alice's consent requires that her blood test results cannot be read for the purpose of research, the model checking algorithm can be run when a read access is requested to her file and test whether the purpose-based rule is satisfied.
Related Work
The conceptual link between purposes and actions has been observed by a number of others in the literature and can be considered supportive to our approach of defining purpose using related actions.
van Sataden et. al. suggest that purpose names can be taken from the verbs in a standard dictionary [26] . Similarly, Powers et. al. mention that business purposes are a form of high-level action and argue that in high-level privacy policies instead of referring to low-level actions such as read or write, high-level business purposes such as treatment or diagnosis are used [23] .
In the context of an object-oriented system, Yasuda et al. associate purpose with the caller method [28] . For example, if the housekeeping method of a person object calls the withdraw method of a bank account object, the implication is that money is withdrawn for the purpose of housekeeping. This is consistent with our definition of purpose in its first meaning that refers to a higher-level, more abstract action.
In their development of a formal semantics for privacy policies, Breaux and Antón propose to model purpose as an auxiliary related action [4] . For example, the policy that data is collected for the purpose of marketing is taken to mean the primary action of data collection is related to the auxiliary action of marketing that happens later. This is very similar to our notion of purpose as a future action. HL7 Reference Information Model ("RIM") specifications, a data model used as the basis for designing many healthcare systems, mentions the has reason relation between two actions for specifying that one is the reason for the other [11] . In this design, reason is similar to purpose of an action, especially in its sense as as future action.
There are some proposals [9, 10, 6, 15] that suggest associating purpose with the units of work in a system. They argue that tasks or workflows, can be used to identify the purpose of an action by looking at the higher-level unit of work in which it takes place. The higher-level unit of work is basically equivalent to our definition of more abstract actions, so this approach is consistent with the first type of purpose as defined above. Our proposed model is more general and can encompass these approaches as very simple special cases. Moreover, our work extends earlier approaches by considering both meanings of purpose as future event and more abstract action. Also, it allows multiple purposes to be present for a single action which is a feature that is not considered in any other works on purpose-based models as far as we are aware (see Section 6.6).
A different line of research on obligations in access control systems is also concerned about actions and how they relate to future actions (e.g. [12, 13] ). The part of our model that considers future actions has some similarities to this line of work, but we are also concerned about other relationships among actions which are not of interest in the study of obligations. Also, even in the study of future actions we do not follow a strict linear notion of time and our model allows multiple future actions whose order is immaterial (see Section 2) .
As the formal language, we use modal logic to articulate the relationships among actions. Temporal logic, which is a special type of modal logic, has been used previously to formalize different relationships between actions; for example, control flow [17] or obligations policies [12] .
We introduce action graphs as an abstract model of different actions in the system and their order. Our model of action graph is similar to control flow graph used to assess programs in programming languages [1] and hierarchical planning in the artificial intelligence literature [24] .
MODELING PLANS: ACTION GRAPH
Based on the discussion in Section 1.1.1, we define a formalism for a plan that captures the actions and two types of relationships among them. The action graph can be thought of as an abstract model based of the business processes in a system. We define an action graph as a directed graph in which nodes correspond to actions (both high-level and low-level) and edges denote the relationships among them.
There are two types of edges each corresponding to one type of relationship mentioned in Section 1.1.1: prerequisiteof and part-of. The prerequisite-of relationship signifies that one action is performed as an antecedent for another action, and the part-of relationship indicates that one action is performed as part of a higher-level more abstract action. For brevity, we will refer to the prerequisite-of and part-of relationships, respectively as the F-and A-relationships, short for future and abstract.
An example of such a graph is shown in Figure 1 where various purposes can be identified based on F-and A-edges. For example, the purpose of opening the file (node g), is to read its contents (node h), which is manifested by the F-relationship between the two that says opening the file is a prerequisite for reading its content. Moreover, both opening and reading the file are for the purpose of loading the patient's information (node f ). This means that opening and reading the file are part of the realization of the load patient's file action. Similarly, loading the patient's file is in turn for the purpose of checking blood pressure history (node e), and so on. Eventually, as the graph shows, all of the actions in the graph are for the purpose of cancer treatment (node a) as they are all part of the realization of this action.
Note that an action can be assigned numerous purposes. For example, the action of opening the file can at the same time be associated with the purpose of reading the file, surgery preparation, cancer treatment, etc.
Defining the Model
The action graph is a directed graph with two sets of edges, each corresponding to one type of relationship as discussed above. It is defined as AG = (V, A, F ) in which V is the set of vertices each of which corresponds to an action, and A and F are subsets of V × V , and respectively correspond to A-and F-relationships. We will use the shorter form uu instead of the more common (u, u ) to denote pairs throughout this paper. The action graph satisfies the following conditions:
is a tree with its root being the only sink vertex, (c) uu ∈ F → ∃v. {uv, u v} ⊆ A, and
Intuitively, an action graph is a hierarchical workflow, with nodes representing actions. Condition (a) says that the A-and F-relations cannot co-occur between the same pair of nodes. Condition (b) requires that an action can only be part of a single higher-level action, and there exists a single highest-level action. Condition (c) settles that the prerequisite of an action should be part of the same higherlevel action. Finally, condition (d) forbids circularity in the graph.
Based on the intuition that F-and A-relationships cannot be circular, we assume that the action graph does not have a cycle, and hence property (d). Real workflows and business processes may however contain cycles which makes it difficult to build an action graph based on them. We leave solving this problem as a future work and assume the action graphs is acyclic for the moment.
Theorem 1 extends property (c) to the reflexive transitive closure of the F-relationship. The proof is given in Appendix A.
Theorem 1.
uu ∈ F * ⇒ ∃v. {uv, u v} ⊆ A where F * is the transitive closure of F .
In order to accommodate action attributes into the model, we define the labeling function L. Suppose P is the set of all atomic propositions defined by the vocabulary. These propositions can refer to different facts about the actions, such as their names, locations, etc. The labeling function L : V → 2 P maps each action to the set of all atomic propositions that hold true for that action, i.e. all of its attributes. The simplest of such attributes is the name of the action; for example the node representing the surgery action is mapped to a surgery proposition which belongs to the vocabulary. See Section 6.1 for a discussion of other attributes such as authorized roles, location, etc. and how they can be used to model more complex policies.
A MODAL LOGIC FOR FORMALIZING PURPOSE-BASED POLICIES
Since purpose is captured in the form of A-and F-edges in an action graph, defining purpose-based rules requires a language capable of expressing constraints on these relationships. For instance, if the purpose of marketing is forbidden for action a, this is interpreted in the action graph as the restriction that action a should not lead to marketing along F-and A-edges in the graph; in other words, it must not be a prerequisite, nor be a part of, a marketing action.
In this section, we define a modal logic with different modal operators useful to capture such restrictions. There are four basic modal operators and two derived forms. The six modal operators are analogous to the conventional temporal logic operators, i.e. 3, 2, and , that are particularized for F-and A-relationships. We will first give the formal definition of the syntax and semantics of the language, and then, explain the meaning of the operators using some examples.
The syntax of the language is presented in Backus-Naur Form as follows:
where p is any atomic proposition.
The semantics of the language is defined by a satisfaction relation (|=) in the context of a certain vertex v in the action graph AG = (V, F, A), and a labeling function L. We write AG, L, v |= φ, or more simply v |= φ where the context is clear; we also write v |= φ when it is not the case that v |= φ. The satisfaction relation |= is defined as follows:
• v |= always holds.
• v |= p holds iff p ∈ L(v).
• v |= ¬φ holds iff v |= φ.
• v |= φ1 ∧ φ2 holds iff v |= φ1 and v |= φ2.
• v |= (A)φ holds iff ∃vv ∈ A, v |= φ.
• v |= (F)φ holds iff ∃vv ∈ F, v |= φ.
• v |= A φ holds iff ∃vv ∈ A * , v |= φ.
• v |= F φ holds iff ∃vv ∈ F * , v |= φ.
A * and F * are the reflexive transitive closures of respectively A and F .
We also define the following derived forms to facilitate expressing more complex formulas:
Based on the action graph of Figure 1 , several examples are presented to clarify the operators' meanings. To keep the examples simple, we assume that the set of atomic propositions is the same as the set of vertices and the labeling function is an identity in that each vertex maps to its name. In other words: P = V and ∀v ∈ V. L(v) = v.
F-Next and A-Next.
(F)φ and (A)φ mean that φ is true at least in one of the immediately following nodes along the F-or A-edges respectively. For example, in the graph of Figure 1 
F-Diamond and A-Diamond.
F φ and A φ mean that in the paths of F-, or respectively, A-edges beginning inclusively from the current node, there exists at least one node for which φ is true. For example, in the graph of Figure 1 , we have g |= F (A)f because along the path of F-edges beginning from g, there is a node, namely h, satisfying (A)f . Similarly, e |= A (F)d, because along the path of A-edges beginning inclusively from e, there is a node, namely c, that satisfies (F)d.
F-Box and A-Box.
[F]φ and [A]φ mean that along the paths of F-, or respectively, A-edges beginning inclusively from the current node, all of the nodes satisfy φ. For example, in the graph of Figure 1 we have g |= [F ](A)f , since along the only path of F-edges beginning inclusively from g, all of the nodes (i.e. g and h) satisfy (A)f . Similarly, we also have g |= [A](c → F d), because along the path of A-edges beginning from g, the formula c → F d is true for all nodes. Note that since A-edges by definition form a directed tree there is only one such path.
Theorem 2 is crucial in simplifying policy formulas (see the proof in Appendix A).
Theorem 2.
Any formula of the form * ... * φ in which * can be either of A or F is equivalent to:
• A φ if it has the form A n φ,
• F φ if it has the form F n φ,
• F A φ if it has the form F n A m φ (m, n ∈ N),
• and A F φ otherwise.
Similarly, [ * ]...[ * ]φ in which * can be either of A or F, is equivalent to:
•
n φ,
• and [A][F]φ otherwise.
PURPOSE-BASED POLICY
A purpose-based policy is a set of rules based on the purposes of actions. A simple example of such rules is to forbid reading a some piece of information for the purpose of marketing. In this paper, we only consider purpose-based authorization policies, i.e. those policies that allow or forbid some actions in the system based on their purposes. More complex types of policies that go beyond a yes-or-no decision about an action are left as future work but briefly glanced at in Section 6.3.
Based on our conceptual framework (Section 1.1.1), we assume that a purpose-based policy can be expressed in the form of a set of restrictions on an action graph. For instance, the simple policy that a file should not be read for the purpose of marketing, can be interpreted as a restriction that the action of reading the file should neither be part of marketing action, nor be a prerequisite for a future marketing action. The modal logic defined in Section 3 provides a language to express such restrictions, so, we can define the purpose-based policy by assigning formulas of that language to actions. A purpose-based policy will be a set of such rules.
On this basis, we define the purpose-based policy POLICY as a set of formulas of the form ai → φi in which ai's are action names (i.e. atomic propositions belonging to the vocabulary), and φi's are formulas belonging to the modal logic language defined in Section 3. Each such rule states that the purpose-based formula φi should hold when action ai is to be performed. If this is not the case, the action graph in question (and hence the corresponding business process) is deemed as non-compliant, or a reference monitor blocks the action.
An action graph AG = (V, A, F ) satisfies a policy if all the rules of the policy hold in all of its nodes: ∀v ∈ V.∀r ∈ POLICY .v |= r
Types of Policy Rules
This section describes several types of rules in purposebased policies that can be expressed using the developed language. The current purpose-based policies found in the literature fall into the first three types discussed here. The rest are new types that are a contribution of this paper.
Required Purposes
One type of rule is to require that some action be for some particular purpose; for example, "action a must be for the purpose of treatment". To formulate this, one should essentially say that the treatment purpose should be visited at some point by traversing along F-or A-edges. According to Theorem 2 any formula of such a form can be reduced to either A F treatment, or one of: A treatment, F treatment, or F A treatment. Since the latter three cases all imply the former, the disjunction of the four is equivalent to the former, and hence, the rule can be written in the following form:
Since in our model, it is possible that an action be associated multiple purposes (see Section 6.6), a rule can require more than one purpose. For example, an action may be required to be both for the purpose of order-processing and delivery. Using the logical conjunction, this can be formulated as:
( A F order-processing) ∧ ( A F delivery) 
Forbidden Purposes
There are cases where a purpose must be forbidden for an action; for example, "action a should not be for the purpose of marketing". This is actually the negation of the type discussed in Section 4.1.1 and can be formulated as:
or equivalently, as:
Compound Forbidden and Required Purposes
A rule may arbitrarily forbid or allow purposes. For example, a rule may forbid performing action a for the purpose of marketing unless the treatment purpose is also involved. In other words, it should either be that the marketing purpose is not involved, or both marketing and treatment are present. Using the types of rules already discussed in Sections 4.1.1 and 4.1.2, we can write this as:
Order-Based Rules
There are cases where the order of purposes matters; for example, suppose that an insurance company covers the costs of the activities performed for the purpose of surgery, but it also wants to make sure that the surgery is in turn for the purpose of treatment, and not for other purposes such as cosmetics, or birth control. In such cases, not only the presence of certain purposes, but also their order is important. The above rule, for instance, requires that the surgery purpose appear and also be in sequence with the treatment purpose. The first part (existence of the surgery purpose) is a simple rule of the type discussed in Section 4.1.1. The latter part dealing with the order is a new type with which we are concerned here.
As shown in Section 4.1.1, the requirement that the treatment purpose should appear is formulated as A F treatment and this should hold for the surgery node, hence:
Now, we want to say that φ should hold at all of the nodes accessible from the current node, that is the right-hand side of the implication must hold for any surgery node visitable by traversing along the A-and F-edges. This can be stated using a formula of the form discussed in Theorem 2, which is eventually reduced to the following simple form according to that theorem: Note that a simpler rule that requires both surgery and treatment purposes does not necessarily describe the same requirement. Imagine a scenario where someone wants to perform a cosmetic surgery but has a blood pressure problem that makes such a surgery dangerous and therefore needs to go through a treatment process to cure that problem first. In such a case, both treatment and surgery purposes are involved, but the order is contrary to what is desired, that is, the treatment is for the purpose of surgery.
It is possible to simplify order-based rules by assigning them to a different node in the action graph. For instance, the above rule can be simplified by finding all the surgery nodes (accessible from a) and requiring them to be for the purpose of treatment by a simpler rule of the type discussed in Section 4.1.1:
This can help an organization to simplify such rules by converting them into a simpler form and assigning them to different nodes of the action graph.
Distance-Based Rules
Another possible type of rules limits the distance between the purpose and the action in order to forbid access even for valid purposes, when they are very indirect and rendered irrelevant due to the degree of indirectness. For example, a rule may allow access for treatment purpose only within a distance of 3, or in other words, when the treatment purpose is involved but there are at most two other intervening purposes.
Distance-based policies are a bit more complex to formulate. First, we consider exact (rather than maximum) distances. For example, a distance of 2 for treatment can be formulated with the following which captures different cases of a distance of 2. These cases are shown in Figure 2 .
Higher distances can be formulated similarly, with longer formulas. A maximum distance rule then, can be formulated by the disjunction of all distances lower than the maximum; for example, 3, or 2, or 1, for the maximum distance of 3. The following notation [3] can facilitate formalizing distancebased rules. Note that * is used to represent either of 
Other Miscellaneous Rules
In all rule types discussed so far, we have treated A-and F-relationships similarly and did not distinguish between purposes resulting from these two relationships. However, there are cases where the rule is based on such a distinction. As an example, consider the following two scenarios:
• A patient's data is used in some research project, and the results of the research will eventually be used to improve the treatment of some disease.
• The patient's data is used in the course of treatment, but the results of the treatment will later be used for research purposes.
In both cases the data is used for the purpose of research and treatment, but the difference between purpose as part-of and purpose as prerequisite-of distinguishes them. Figure 3 shows these two scenarios. Thus, the patients can be more precise in their consent to allow the data be used only as part of a treatment process and not as part of some research that will subsequently be used in treatment. Such a rule can be formulated as:
A treatment Figure 3 illustrates how this rule allows the first case, but denies the latter. Note that a simpler rule of the type discussed in Section 4.1.1 that require treatment purpose, would be satisfied by both cases, contrary to what is desired.
As another example, consider a case where a customer is giving contact information to a company and does not like this information to be used for marketing purposes with the exception of receiving free promotion product samples. Thus, the rule is that access is not allowed for marketing unless there is also a delivery purpose involved as part of the marketing. Note that a delivery that leads to marketing, that is, done as a prerequisite for a marketing action in future, is not allowed because it may, for example, correspond to the case where an item is delivered and the address is kept for later use when sending marketing mails, which is unacceptable to the customer. Such a case can be formulated as:
This rule says that if the marketing purpose is present, the delivery purpose must also be present and it must be part of a marketing purpose.
MODEL CHECKING
Model checking is the problem of deciding whether or not a node in a given action graph satisfies a formula. The input to the algorithm is the formula φ, an action graph AG, a certain node v, and the labeling function L; the output is a yes-or-no answer that indicates whether AG, L, v |= φ holds. In other words, model checking is the process of testing whether a plan adheres to a policy rule. Figure 5 outlines a model checking algorithm. This algorithm is based on the standard model checking algorithm for CTL [7] and the model checking algorithm for history-based access control policies [18] , so we only give a brief discussion here.
The main idea of the algorithm is that evaluating a formula at a certain node can be performed recursively by (a) evaluating its subformulas on that node, and (b) evaluating it on the current and immediately proceeding nodes along the F-and A-edges in the action graph. For example, checking A φ can be performed recursively by checking whether φ holds in the current node, and A φ holds in any of the immediately next nodes along A-edges.
Using dynamic programming, the result of this recursive algorithm can be built bottom-up. For this purpose, a mechanism is needed for ordering both subformulas and the nodes of the action graph so that the two-dimensional array of the dynamic programming can be formed. For ordering the subformulas, we use the post-order traversal of the abstract syntax tree of the formula. Figure 4 shows an example of such a tree. This guarantees that the subformulas of a complex formula are evaluated first and allows evaluating a formula in a bottom-up manner, beginning from the atomic propositions. The algorithm for post-order traversal is straightforward. For ordering the nodes of the action graph, we rely on a topological sort based on A-and then F-edges, beginning from the sink. As an example, the order of nodes for the action graph of Figure 1 is: a, b, d , c, e, f, h, and g.
The algorithm fills a two-dimensional array, like the one of Figure 6 , in which each cell indicates whether or not the corresponding sub-formula holds true at the corresponding node. It begins by evaluating the first sub-formula (an atomic proposition) on the first node of the action graph (the sink node) and continues to fill the array using the following rules:
• Evaluation of an atomic proposition on a node n is simply checking whether it is a member of L(n).
Res: evaluation of φ on every node in AG.
1 Subformulas= post-order traversal of φ's abstract syntax tree 2 Nodes = Topological sort of AG.V 3 Res //stores the results 4 foreach (n in Nodes) • Evaluation of logical operators are done based to the rules of logic. Note that because of the post-order traversal, the operand subformulas are already evaluated.
• Formulas of the form (A)φ and (F)φ are evaluated by checking whether φ is evaluated as true at least in one of the nodes immediately following the current node along the A-and F-edges respectively. Note that because of the topological sort, proceeding nodes are already evaluated and the results already exist in the table.
• Formulas of the form A φ and F φ are evaluated to true if they are true for one of the immediately proceeding nodes along the A-and F-edges respectively, or if φ has been evaluated to true for the current node.
• Formulas of the form [A]φ and [F]φ are evaluated to true if they are true in all immediately proceeding nodes, respectively along the A-and F-edges, and also φ has been evaluated to true at the current node. Figure 6 shows the dynamic programming array evaluated for the formula of Figure 4 on the action graph of Figure 1 . We have assumed a simple labeling function that maps nodes to their names as a proposition. Note that this algorithm will end up evaluating the formula for all nodes in the action graph; it can be changed to halt as soon as it evaluates the formula on the particular node of interest. It is also noteworthy that for evaluating multiple formulas it will be more efficient to extract all the subformulas and then evaluate all formulas in a single pass. The correctness of the algorithm can be checked by noticing that the recursive part of the dynamic programming calculation matches the definition of the operators. The complexity of the algorithm is O(|φ|(e + n)) in which |φ| is the size of the formula (i.e. the total number of atomic propositions and operators), e is the number of edges in the action graph, and n is the number of its nodes. Note that based on the loops of line 4 and 5 of Figure 5 , all subformulas (with a total number of |φ|) are evaluated at each node. The evaluation in the worst case needs examining that node and all of its outgoing edges. If di shows the out-degree of the ith node, the complexity is O(|φ| ((1 + d1) + ... + (1 + dn))) which in turn yields O(|φ|(e + n)).
DISCUSSION
Several additional aspects of this work should be considered:
Modeling More Complex Policies
The labeling function L maps actions to the set of propositions that hold true for that node (see Section 3). So far, we have only used very simple labeling functions that map each node to its name as a proposition. However, the labeling function can model other attributes of actions, such as the authorized roles, input data types, time and location constraints, etc. This enables defining more complex policies, particularly those that combine purpose constraints with other types of constraints, e.g. role-based, or time-and location-based. For example, a policy that settles any action for the purpose of research must be limited to business hours can be formulated as the following, assuming that bizhours is a proposition that holds true for actions that are restricted to business hours:
Another interesting example is the case of an action's location which can be important in privacy policies. Suppose that third-party is a proposition that is true for actions performed by collaborator organization, and false for actions that are performed within the organization. Using such a scheme, an inter-organizational workflow can be modeled as a single unified action graph in which the location of actions is captured using this third-party attribute. A policy rule such as "reading for the purpose of research is not allowed by third parties" can then be modeled as:
Note that these formulas do not consider the semantics of the biz-hours or third-party propositions; but, given that the evaluation of this proposition is otherwise taken care of, they regulate the relationships between purpose-based rules and other types of constraints in a system. We leave further exploration of this extension as a future work.
Setting Distance-Based Policies
Since the granularity of an action graph depends on how the system is designed, distance-based policies (recall Section 4.1.5) are very system-dependent. For example, a maximum distance of three may be very far in one system and very close in another, based on the granularity of the action graph. Therefore, the policy maker should be aware of the internal structure of the system to build meaningful distance-based policies. This can be true in case of organizational policies where the policy maker is aware of the details of the organization and the systems in use, but in cases such as the ethics consent in healthcare, the policy maker is an outsider to the organization and such policies cannot be meaningfully settled.
Distance can also be defined between two purposes and make the ground for a new type of policy. For example, one scenario may require that the surgery purpose be within 3 steps of the treatment purpose. We did not discuss such policies here, as we could not imagine a pragmatic case for them.
Purpose-Based Obligations
Obligations are commitments that should be incurred after an agent performs an action [12] . Currently our model only considers allowing or blocking an action based on the purpose-based policy. A further step would be to enable assigning obligations to agents as a result of performing an action. For example, the billing system in a hospital may charge a patient's or insurer's account with different amounts, depending whether the surgery is for the purpose of treatment or cosmetics. Or, different fees may be charged when a movie is played for the purpose of entertainment or education. We did not discuss purpose-based obligations in this paper but believe it is an interesting topic of future work.
Obligations and the F-Relationship
Suppose action a is related to aF by an F-relationship. At run-time, if the reference monitor allows an agent to perform a based on a purpose-based policy that relies on the performance of aF , it can be said that it is under the condition that the action aF is performed in future. In fact, if aF is not performed the policy would be violated. This matches the classic notion of obligation and the reference monitor can issue an obligation in such cases.
This observation points out the relationship between obligation policies and purpose-based policies which is another interesting topic for future work.
Use of First-Order Predicate Logic
The logic we have built for formalizing purposes is a modal logic over a propositional logic. However, using proposi-tional logic has a scalability problem. For example, if there are one million health records in a system, atomic propositions should be used to express the policy regarding each of them which will make the system very complex. In other words, lack of quantifiers and predicates may lead to scalability issues in formalizing policies. On the other hand, first-order predicate will make the verification of policies undecidable in the general case. One direction of future work could be to extend the logic to first-order logic and then study the conditions under which an efficient algorithm for policy evaluation can be developed.
Multiple and Nested Purposes
The current literature generally assumes that a single purpose is associated with an action. In practice, however, a single action may have multiple purposes that are independent or tangentially related. For example, the purpose of reading a book may be both to enjoy the literature and to prepare for an exam. In turn, the purpose of preparing for the exam may be to pass the course and subsequently to get a degree. One can observe that a single action may be associated with a chain of multiple nested purposes and/or multiple independent purposes. Capturing this broader aspect of purposes is one contribution of our model.
Simplified Version of the Logic
If we simplify the logic to only contain the A-relationships, the action graph will be reduced to a directed tree. In such a tree, the purposes of an action can be captured as a chain of nested purposes and a simplified version of our logic, resembling a simple temporal logic, would be adequate to express the restrictions on such a chain. This simpler case of the model allows the chain of nested purposes to be associated with the stack context in a programming language, or a workflow as it shows the hierarchy of nested actions each of which is being performed as part of the other. Therefore, a reference monitor can be implemented very straightforwardly by watching the stack. This result has not appeared in the literature yet but is available through our tech report series [14] .
Other Types of Relationships
In our current model of action graph, we only consider two types of relationships between actions. These two have obviously an implication of purpose as we discussed in Section 1.1.1. Other types of relationships such as temporal precedence or causality exist between actions and they may also be captured in an extended model of the action graph. Deciding whether or not to include other types of relationships in the action graph and how they may or may not imply a purpose is a topic of future work.
CONCLUSION
We developed a framework for expressing and enforcing purpose-based privacy policies. We defined the semantics of an action's purpose in terms of its situation among other related actions. A modal logic was developed to enable expressing restrictions about the relationships among actions; thereby expressing purpose-based policies. Finally, a model checking algorithm was described to check the compliance of a system with such policies. We also showed how our framework is capable of formalizing common purpose-based policy rules and also introduced some new types of such rules.
The main future work is to evaluate the model by studying a practical case of formalizing and enforcing purpose-based policies in a business system. APPENDIX A. PROOFS Theorem 1. uu ∈ F * ⇒ ∃v {uv, u v} ⊆ A where F * is the transitive closure of F .
Proof. uu ∈ F * implies either uu ∈ F , in which case ∃v {uv, u v} ⊆ A holds based on the property (c), or there exist u1, ..., un, so that:
Applying property (c) for each of the terms yields ∃v1 {uv1, u1v1} ⊆ A, ∃v2 {u1v2, u2v2} ⊆ A, and so on. And since according to the property (b) (V, A) is a tree, u1v1 ∈ A ∧ u1v2 implies v1 = v2. Similarly it follows that all vi's are the same and hence Q.E.D.
Lemma 1. The following is a valid formula:
Proof. Assuming that v satisfies the left-hand side, and based on the definition of F , it follows that ∃v ∈ V.vv ∈ F * ∧ v |= A φ. Extending the definition of A , it follows that: ∃v ∈ V.∃v ∈ V.vv ∈ F * ∧ v v ∈ A * ∧ v |= φ If v = v it follows that ∃v ∈ V.vv ∈ F * ∧ v |= φ which in turn leads to: v |= F φ. Now suppose that v = v . The fact that vv ∈ F * implies that ∃u.{vu, v u} ⊆ A according the Theorem 1. On the other hand, v v ∈ A * implies one of the following cases when v = v : (A.1) v v ∈ A (A.2) ∃v , v u ∈ A ∧ u v ∈ A * . In case (A.1), v v ∈ A, and since we already had v u ∈ A it follows that u = v as (V, A) is a tree. Then, since v |= φ, it follows that u |= φ, and as vu ∈ A, it follows that v |= A φ which implies the right-hand side. Now consider Figure 7 for case (A.2). since we have already proved that v u ∈ A, the fact that v u ∈ A implies u = u as (V, A) is a tree, which leads to the conclusion that vv ∈ A * , since we already proved that vu ∈ A above, and have u v ∈ A * from the assumption of case (A.2). And as v |= φ, we have v |= A φ which implies the right-hand side.
Proving the converse is easy since it straightforwardly follows from the semantic definitions that each of the terms in the right-hand side imply the left-hand side.
Lemma 2. The box and diamond operators are idempotent, i.e. the following are valid formulas for all n ∈ N:
Proof. For the diamond operators, we only prove the case for A as the proof for F is straightforwardly similar. Also, we only need to prove the case A A φ ↔ A φ and the general case for n follows inductively.
According to the definition of A , v |= A A φ implies ∃v ∈ V.vv ∈ A * ∧ ∃v ∈ v.v v ∈ A * ∧ v |= φ. But then, it follows by transitivity that vv ∈ A * . Therefore, v |= A φ. Now, suppose v |= A φ. Then, ∃v ∈ A.vv ∈ A * ∧ v ∈ φ. Note that vv ∈ A * . Thus, v |= A A φ. For the box operators, we can prove that [F] 2 φ ≡ [F]φ as follows, using the first part of the theorem:
Theorem 2. Any formula of the form * ... * φ in which * can be either of A or F is equivalent to:
• and A F φ otherwise. 
